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Semi-automated stereoradiographic upper limb 3D
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and statistical model: a preliminary study
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Abstract

Purpose Quantitative assessment of 3D clinical indices

may be crucial for elbow surgery planning. 3D parametric

modeling from bi-planar radiographs was successfully

proposed for spine and lower limb clinical investigation as

an alternative for CT-scan. The aim of this study was to

adapt this method to the upper limb with a preliminary

validation.

Methods CT-scan 3D models of humerus, radius and ulna

were obtained from 20 cadaveric upper limbs and yielded

parametric models made of geometric primitives. Primi-

tives were defined by descriptor parameters (diameters,

angles…) and correlations between these descriptors were

found. Using these correlations, a semi-automated recon-

struction method of humerus using bi-planar radiographs

was achieved: a 3D personalized parametric model was

built, from which clinical parameters were computed

[orientation and projections on bone surface of trochlea

sulcus to capitulum (CTS) axis, trochlea sulcus anterior

offset and width of distal humeral epiphysis]. This method

was evaluated by accuracy compared to CT-scan and

reproducibility.

Results Points-to-surface mean distance was 0.9 mm

(2 RMS = 2.5 mm). For clinical parameters, mean differ-

ences were 0.4–1.9 mm and from 1.7� to 2.3�. All

parameters except from angle formed by CTS axis and

bi-epicondylar axis in transverse plane were reproducible.

Reconstruction time was about 5 min.

Conclusions The presented method provides access to

morphological upper limb parameters with very low level

of radiation. Preliminary in vitro validation for humerus

showed that it is fast and accurate enough to be used in

clinical daily practice as an alternative to CT-scan for total

elbow arthroplasty pre operative evaluation.

Keywords CT-scan � Elbow arthroplasty planning �
Humerus � Morphological database

Introduction

Standard radiographs, CT-scan associated or not with an

arthrography, and MRI are the usual imaging tools for

elbow investigation in clinical daily practice. CT-scan

allows 3D imaging; quantitative assessment of 3D clinical

indices is also possible [5], but requires a quite lengthy

process, which makes it inappropriate for clinical use.

Furthermore, CT-scan exposes the patient to a high level of

radiation.

Specific methods that achieve 3D parametric models from

bi-planar calibrated radiographs could be an alternative. The

general principle of these methods is to use data obtained

from the bi-planar radiographs to deform a 3D model

to achieve a personalized one. The first method devel-

oped achieved 3D non-parametric models and required
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identification of numerous anatomical landmarks (points or

contours) leading to lengthy process. More recent methods

have used parametric models of vertebra [16] and spine [12]

made of points and axes. Statistical correlations between

these parameters are used to accelerate the process. In this

way, spine reconstruction time has been considerably

reduced from 2 to even 4 h down to less than 15 min [12].

These 3D parametric models are used in practice for scoliosis

investigation. Such methods have also been developed for

pelvis [14] and lower limb [1, 3, 6, 11]. For lower limb

modeling, the parametric models are made of 3D geometric

‘‘primitive’’ elements (spheres, ellipses and circles), which

are defined by geometric ‘‘descriptive’’ parameters (diame-

ters, angles, distances and coordinates of points).

Upper limb parametric 3D modeling using bi-planar

radiographs is a more recent and less advanced development.

Berthonnaud et al. [2] used simplified geometric parametric

models of scapula, humerus and clavicle obtained from

bi-planar X-rays for a kinematic study of the shoulder.

Parametric models can be useful for clinical investigation:

3D parametric model may provide relevant data which are

difficult to obtain with usual imaging tools or clinical insight

such as projected points of flexion–extension elbow axis on

bone surface. At the best of our knowledge, there is no such

3D modeling method adapted to clinical practice.

Based on these previous works on spine and lower

limbs, this study proposes a combined parametric and

statistical modeling method of humerus, radius and ulna

and presents a preliminary evaluation for humerus.

Methods

General principles of the reconstruction method

Upper limb long bones have been modeled as a Simplified

Personalized Parametric Model (SPPM) made of 3D ele-

ments called geometric primitives such as spheres, circles,

ellipses and 3D points. These geometric primitives are

described by geometric parameters called descriptors:

some descriptors define one geometric primitive (a sphere

is defined by its center coordinate and its radius, as well as

a circle); while other descriptors define relationships

between different geometric primitives (distance between

two circle centers, angles between two axis).

The reconstruction process began with the placement

of a set of few geometric primitive projections on the

bi-planar X-rays. Others were estimated by statistical

inferences. A medium-size CT-scan 3D parametric model

was deformed to tie in these primitives giving an initial

solution of the Morphorealist Parametric Personalized

Model (MPPM), which was displayed on the bi-planar

X-rays. Manual adjustment achieved the optimal solution

of the MPPM. All descriptors could be computed from the

MPPM, but only the one chosen for their interest for elbow

surgery planning would be.

Coordinate systems

A local 3D coordinate system was associated to humerus

and another one to forearm. This system is detailed in

Appendix 1.

Data acquisitions

Twenty cadaveric embalmed upper limbs (scapulo-humeral

disarticulation) provided by the Institute of Anatomy of

Lille 2 University (France) were used. Eighteen were

paired; the two remaining were the left side of a man, and

the right side of a woman. There were eight males and

three females. The mean age was 74.6 years (58–84 years).

The upper limbs were fixed to Plexiglas plates in neutral

rotation of the arm and in a full extension and supination of

the forearm. To obtain this position, the elbow was first

positioned at 90� of flexion, the forearm perpendicular to the

plate in the frontal plane: in this way, the arm was in neutral

rotation. An antero-posterior screw was placed at the middle

of the humeral diaphysis. Then, the forearm was positioned

in full extension and supination. A screw was placed through

the lateral part of the carpus or second intermetacarpal space.

For the first 12 upper limbs, standard metallic screws were

used; for the eight others, plastic screws were used to avoid

artifacts on radiograph and CT-scan. Two plastic straps

passing through holes made into the plates were added: one

around the arm, and one around the wrist.

CT-scans of these upper limbs were done in the Mus-

culo-skeletal imaging department of the University hospital

of Lille (France). The acquisitions consisted in a single

axial helix with scan spacing of 0.4 mm, thickness of

0.6 mm and resolution of 0.36 9 0.36 mm, 120 kVp

(SIEMENS�, Somatom Sensation 64�). A standard bone

reconstruction filter was used.

Bi-planar 90� self-calibrated radiographs provided by

EOS� (EOS imaging system, Paris, France) of the 20

upper limbs fixed to the plates in the same position were

obtained (90 kVp, 200 mA, 0.186 mm/pixel, resolution of

0.186 9 0.186 mm). Additional details about image qual-

ity and entrance dose for the patient were evaluated else-

where [8, 9].

Data processing

Data obtained from CT-scan

Surface 3D models of each humerus, radius and ulna were

obtained from CT-scan slices by segmentation using



AVIZO 5.0� software (Mercury Computer System, Berlin,

Germany�). Each bone was segmented separately using

different AVIZO� tools. First the ‘‘magic wand segmen-

tation tool’’ was used, it allowed selecting the largest

connected area that contained all voxels with gray values

lying inside a user-defined range. This range was chosen to

select areas that formed a volume as close as possible of the

whole bone volume. ‘‘Grow’’ or ‘‘shrink selection filters’’

were used. These filters performed a morphological dila-

tation or erosion of the current selection. Manual adjust-

ments slice-by-slice, using the ‘‘brush segmentation tool’’

were necessary especially on epiphysis and around the

screws to refine the selection. At last, ‘‘fill’’ selection filter

was used to obtain a full volume. ‘‘Label filters’’ such as

‘‘Remove Island’’ and ‘‘fill holes’’ were used to perform the

last adjustments. From the segmented volume, a triangular

surface grid was extracted and simplified using AVIZO

‘‘surface simplification editor’’.

For each model, we extracted points from anatomical

regions using a specific software developed in our labora-

tory (C??): it achieved ‘‘regionalized models’’ made of 15

regions for humerus, 11 for radius and 11 for ulna (Fig. 1).

For each region, a simple geometric least-squares ele-

ment, corresponding to the geometric primitives of the

SPPM, was fitted using a MATLAB� (version 7.0, The

MathWorks�, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) application

(Fig. 1). This built up a large database of 40 primitives and

296 descriptors of these upper limb long bones.

This database was used for two different purposes. It

was the gold standard for accuracy evaluation of the

humerus-constructed models. It was also used to lead a

correlation analysis between descriptors based on multi-

linear regression to assess parameters that could be used as

‘‘predictors’’ of other descriptive parameters.

A leave-one-out procedure was performed to check if

there was no statistical bias introduced by the use of the

same database for correlation analysis and evaluation. This

procedure is detailed in Appendix 2.

Among the descriptors of humerus, ‘‘clinical parame-

ters’’ were chosen for their potential interest for elbow

prosthetic replacement planning (Fig. 2): (1) the distance

between the capitulum center and the medial trochlea

center; (2) the distance between medial trochlea center and

lateral trochlea center; (3) the angles between the axis

formed by the center of the capitulum and the center of the

trochlea sulcus (CTS axis) and the long axis of the

diaphysis in the frontal plane; (4) the angle between CTS

axis and the one formed by the barycenter of lateral epi-

condyle and the center of the medial epicondyle sphere (EC

axis or biepicondylar axis) in both frontal and in transverse

planes; (5) the coordinates of the projected points of the

CTS axis on the lateral and medial surfaces of the 3D

model; (6) the distance between trochlea sulcus center and

humeral diaphysis long axis (trochlea sulcus anterior

offset).

Data obtained from bi-planar radiographs

A parametric 3D modeling method of humerus using

bi-planar radiographs was achieved. The reconstruction

process used 2D projections of 3D geometric primitives

and 3D parametric models, which were displayed on

bi-planar X-rays using specific software (C??). Four

successive steps were needed (Fig. 3):

Step 1: The operator initialized the process by adjusting

humeral head and capitulum spheres projections.

Steps 2 and 3: ‘‘Medial trochlea extremity point’’

position (step 2), and circles of medial trochlea, lateral

trochlea and trochlea sulcus (step 3) were statistically

estimated. If necessary, they were adjusted by the

operator. A SPPM was obtained.

Step 4: From the SPPM descriptors, one ‘‘medium-

sized’’ humerus 3D parametric CT-scan model was

deformed using an as-rigid-as-possible deformation

method based on Moving Least Squares (MLS) approach

[7] providing an initial solution for the MPPM. Projec-

tions of this model were displayed on bi-planar X-rays.

Fig. 1 CT-scan humerus 3D parametric model. a Regions (major

regions described below); b corresponding geometric least square

elements. 1 Humeral head region and corresponding least square

sphere; 2, 3 superior and inferior diaphysis regions and corresponding

least square circles; 4 distal metaphysis region and corresponding

least square ellipse; 5, 6, 7 medial trochlea, trochlea sulcus and lateral

trochlea regions and corresponding least square circles; 8 capitulum

region and corresponding least square sphere. For these elements,

descriptors parameters were diameter and center coordinate for

spheres and circles and major axis, minor axis and center coordinate

for ellipses



If the projection of the model obtained were not well

fitted to the radiographic bone contours, the operator can

deform the MPPM using MLS handle points [7]. The

clinical parameters described above were computed

from the MPPM.

Accuracy evaluation

A single operator (an orthopedic surgery resident) applied

the presented method on 19 upper limbs stereoradiographs

out of the 20: the stereoradiographs of the ‘‘medium-sized’’

upper limb used at step 4 of the process was ruled out. Each

one of humerus model obtained was compared to the cor-

responding reference 3D model obtained from CT-scan

considering two different criteria:

1. Points-to-surface distances between reconstruction and

reference surface obtained from CT-scan were ana-

lyzed, on the whole surface and on regions that

influenced clinical parameters. Mean and maximal

values and 2 Root Mean Square (RMS) corresponding

to confidence interval of 95% are presented in Table 1.

2. Difference between clinical parameters determined on

reconstructions and on reference objects obtained from

CT-scan. Mean and maximal differences and 2 RMS

are presented in Table 2.

Reproducibility evaluation

In an intra-rater study, six bi-planar radiographs of six

paired upper limbs were reconstructed three times using the

presented method by the same operator (an orthopedic

surgery resident). In an inter-rater study, these six bi-planar

radiographs were reconstructed three times by two opera-

tors (an orthopedic surgery resident and a biomechanics

engineer).

For both of these studies, using a MATLAB� (version

7.0, The MathWorks�, Natick, Massachusetts, USA)

application, the mean values of each clinical parameter

Fig. 2 Clinical parameters

a CTS axis/diaphysis axis angle

(frontal plane), b CTS axis/EC

axis angle (frontal plane), c CTS

axis/EC axis angle (transverse

plane), A projected point of CTS

axis on medial bone surface,

B projected point of CTS axis

on lateral bone surface

Fig. 3 Reconstruction process a placement of first two geometric

primitives at step 1(humeral head sphere and capitulum sphere),

b adjustment of geometric primitives at step 3 (capitulum sphere and

trochlea circles), c MPPM obtained

Table 1 Correlations founded with their standard error of the esti-

mate (SEE) in mm

Dependent variables Explaining variables SEE (mm)

h_L_cap_TM h_head_Diam 1.337

h_L_head_TM h_L_head_cap h_head_Diam 1.587

h_L_cap_sulcus h_L_cap-TM 0.593

h_L_head_sulcus h_L_head_cap 0.881

h_troc_sulcus_Diam h_L_head_TM 0.121

h_L_troc_med_capi h_L_cap_TM 0.362

h_troc_med_Diam h_head_Diam 0.263

h_L_troc h_head_Diam 0.828

h_troc_lat_Diam h_cap_Diam 0.242

h Humerus, L distance or size, Diam diameter of sphere or circle

fitted, head humerus head, TM extreme medial inferior point of

trochlea, cap capitulum, troc whole trochlea, troc_med medial

trochlea, troc_lat lateral trochlea, sulcus trochlea sulcus

h_L_head_cap: distance between center of humerus head and capit-

ulum center; h_troc_lat_Diam: diameter of lateral circle fitted in

trochlea



were calculated: they were used as a reference for uncer-

tainty estimation. The interval of confidence was estimated

by the Root Mean Square of Standard Deviation [RMS

(sd)]. Friedman test was used to determine if the recon-

struction samples were comparable (p value [0.05).

Shapiro–Wilk’s test was used to determine if the values

seemed to follow a normal distribution (p value [0.05).

When the reconstruction samples were comparable and

followed a normal distribution, the approach allowed

estimating a 95% confidence interval for the precision

given by �2RMSSD.

Reconstruction time

The operators evaluated reconstruction time during these

evaluations.

Results

Regressions results

The dependent variables with their respective explaining

variables implemented in the proposed reconstruction

application are presented in Table 1 with their Standard

Error of the Estimate (SEE).

The maximum difference found in the leave-one-out

procedure was smaller than 1 mm for all descriptive

parameters. Regarding the magnitude of these results

compared to CT-scan accuracy, we considered that there

was no statistical bias introduced by the use of the same

database for correlation analysis and evaluation.

Accuracy evaluation

Points-to-surface distances (Table 2) mean value for the

whole surface was 0.9 mm (2 RMS = 2.5 mm; max.

value = 6.7 mm). For regions that influenced the computa-

tion of clinical parameters points-to-surface distances were

even smaller: from 0.6 mm (2 RMS = 1.6 mm; max.

value = 3.6 mm) for trochlea sulcus to 0.9 mm (2 RMS =

2.4 mm, max. value = 5.2 mm) for medial trochlea.

The mean differences for epiphysis dimensions com-

pared to reference objects were lower than 1 mm (Table 3).

The mean difference between CTS axis/diaphysis axis in

the frontal plane was 1.7� (2 RMS = 4.1�; max. value =

3.9�), whereas the mean difference between CTS axis/EC

axis angles was higher: 2.0� (2 RMS = 4.7�; max. value =

4.3�) in the frontal plane and 2.3� (2 RMS = 7.2�; max.

value = 10.3�) in the transverse plane; likewise, the

mean difference for projected point on lateral surface

z-axis coordinates was 2.4 mm (2 RMS = 6.1 mm; max.

values = 8.5 mm).

Reproducibility evaluation

All samples were not normally distributed (Table 4).

Results obtained from the Friedman’s test encourage

keeping the hypothesis that the value samples are compa-

rable, except for CTS axis/EP axis angle in transverse

plane. It ensures that this method is intra- and inter-rater

reproducible for all clinical measurements except CTS

axis/EP axis angle in transverse plane.

Reconstruction time

For the two evaluators, at the top of the learning curve, the

reconstruction time was around 5 min.

Discussion

3D parametric model of bones can be obtained using CT-

scan but it requires a lengthy process non optimal for

clinical daily practice. Brownhill et al. [5] used humerus

CT-scan 3D models for clinical research. They obtained a

3D surface by CT-scan slices segmentation. They extracted

points from each anatomical region of the surface and fitted

3D least square geometric elements corresponding to these

regions. It achieves a 3D parametric model. It allows

computation of geometric parameters. That is the kind of

process that we also used to build up our database. For the

humerus, it took at least 1 h for segmentation and 1 h for

selecting regions; then computation remains to be done.

Table 2 Accuracy evaluation: 3D model points-to-surface distances (mm)

All Medial

trochlea

Lateral

trochlea

Trochlea

sulcus

Capitulum Lateral

epicondyle

Medial

epicondyle

Inferior

diaphysis

Superior

diaphysis

Mean values 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.6

2 RMS 2.5 2.4 1.6 1.6 2.0 1.8 2.3 2.3 1.6

Maximal

values

6.7 5.2 2.4 3.6 3.8 3.7 4.4 3.6 3.3

Number of points All: 10, 000, medial trochlea: 150, lateral trochlea: 75, troclea sulcus: 128, lateral epicondyle: 138, medial epicondyle: 153,

inferior diaphysis: 59, superior diaphysis: 66



On the contrary, 3D models using bi-planar radiographs

provided by EOS� can be obtained in a short delay: 3D

modeling method developed for spine achieves accurate

models in less than 15 min [12]. Furthermore, they require

exposure to very low level of radiation [8, 9]. For these

reasons, these methods appeared to be adapted for clinical

applications. Spine modeling using stereoradiographs is

already used for scoliosis preoperative investigation and

postoperative follow up.

The aim of this study was to develop such a method,

which could be used for elbow surgery planning in the

future. The specifications were: accuracy, reproducibility,

semi-automation and short reconstruction time.

The method has been based on the previous work on lower

limb reconstruction [6]. The basis of the method are: (1) to

adjust 3D few geometric primitives projections on the radio-

graphic bone contours; (2) to estimate some others primitives

using correlations to obtain a SPPM; (3) to deform a parametric

model from this primitives to get a initial solution for MPPM;

(4) to get the optimal solution for MPPM using fine manual

adjustment. The process is considered ‘semi-automated’ as far

as initial solutions at each step are given by statistical infer-

ences and manually adjusted if the model obtained were not

well fitted to the radiographic bone contours.

This process lasted approximately 5 min, which is

adapted to clinical application. Points-to-surface mean

distance is 0.9 mm (2 RMS = 2.5 mm; max. value =

6.7 mm); for the regions of particular interest such as

trochlea circles and capitulum, distances are even smaller,

up to 0.6 mm (2 RMS = 1.6 mm, max. value = 3.6 mm)

for trochlea sulcus. For comparison, CT-scan 3D models

resolution is 1.0 mm. Humbert et al. [12] obtained for spine

reconstruction a point-to-surface mean value of 1.0 mm

(2 RMS = 2.7 mm).

These results appear to be accurate and fast enough for

clinical application. The difficulties are related to visibility

Table 3 Accuracy evaluation difference between clinical parameters obtained with our method and from reference object

CTS axis projected

points (mm)

Angles (�) Trochlea sulcus center

diaphysis axis anterior

offset (mm)

Distal epiphysis widths

(mm)

Medial

surface

Lateral

surface

CTS axis/EC axis CTS axis/

diaphysis axis

Medial trochlea/

capitulum

Trochlea

X Y Z X Y Z Frontal Transversal Frontal

Mean value 0.4 0.8 1.3 0.3 0.4 2.4 2.0 2.3 1.7 1.9 1.9 0.8

2 RMS 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.6 1.1 6.1 4.7 7.2 4.1 2.6 2.7 2.0

Maximal value 1.0 2.0 2.6 0.6 1.4 8.5 4.3 10.3 3.9 5.6 3.8 2.0

Table 4 Reproducibility: inter-rater study

Inter-raters CTS axis projected points (mm) Angles (�) Trochlea sulcus

center diaphysis axis

anterior offset (mm)

Distal epiphysis

widths (mm)

Medial surface Lateral surface CTS axis/EC axis CTS axis/

diaphysis

axis

Medial

trochlea/

capitulum

Trochlea

X Y Z X Y Z Frontal Transversal Frontal

Mean value 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.8 0.7 0.5 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.4

2 RMS (sd)a 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.2 0.3 1.1 1.4 0.4 1.9 1.6 0.9 0.6

Maximal value 0.5 1.7 1.7 0.6 1.1 2.9 2.6 1.4 4.7 3.2 1.5 1.4

Friedman p 0.76 0.86 0.34 0.24 0.57 0.91 0.83 0.03 0.74 0.37 0.88 0.26

Reproductible Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Shapiro–Wilk p 0.14 0.03 0.36 0.20 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.35 0.24 0.32 0.03

Normal distribution Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No

Bold values indicate p \ 0.05

a RMSSD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

P

m

j¼1

Pn

i¼1
�aj�aijð Þ2

�

n�1

m

s

n: number of reconstruction of the same humerus by the two operators; m: number of specimen; �aj: mean value of different reconstructions of the

same humerus by the same operator



of the anatomical landmarks on the X-rays. The current

preliminary study focused on in vitro specimens to assess

the feasibility of the 3D reconstruction. In vivo assessment

is in progress.

The clinical parameters were chosen for their impor-

tance for total elbow replacement planning. Position, ori-

entation and projections on bone surface of CTS axis were

chosen because it can be considered as an acceptable

approximation of flexion–extension elbow axis [4, 5, 10,

13, 15, 18]. Flexion–extension axis has to be restored by a

total elbow replacement to avoid early loosening [17]. It is

a very important parameter, but it remains difficult to

evaluate pre- and per-operatively, particularly in the

transverse plane: in practice, it is to be evaluated per-

operatively by surgeon insight. 3D models could help to

estimate it: Brownhill et al. [4] compared positions of

projected points of CTS axis on bone surface selected by 3

surgeons and recorded with an electromagnetic device to

the one obtained from a CT-scan 3D model. They con-

cluded that 3D models could allow a more accurate

selection of flexion extension axis.

In this study, EC axis was used as a reference to define

CTS axis. It appears to be difficult to evaluate: orientation

in the transverse plane of both epicondyles was difficult to

control because of a lack of radiographic landmarks. It is

possible that rotation errors in the transverse plane lead to

small points-to-surface distances (accuracy shapes for lat-

eral and medial epicondyles are good) but influence the

orientation of EC axis. This could explain higher mean

differences for CTS axis/EC axis angle in the frontal plane

(2.0� with 2 RMS = 4.7�) and in the transverse plane (2.3�
with 2 RMS = 7.2�) and for coordinate on z-axis of the

projected point of CTS axis on lateral bone surface

(2.42 mm with 2 RMS = 6.11 mm). This could also

explain the inter-raters non-reproducibility of CTS axis/EC

axis angle in the transverse plane. Evaluation of epicon-

dyles rotation in the transverse plane could be improved

using statistic correlations. Another reference could also be

used to define CTS axis orientation, which is the relevant

data.

Indeed, evaluation of CTS axis in reference to diaphysis

axis is better: mean difference is 1.7� (2 RMS = 4.1�).

This remaining difference can be explained by the small

size of trochlea sulcus, capitulum and distance between

trochlea sulcus and capitulum: even a small positioning

error will lead to larger variation of CTS axis orientation.

Image processing device in progress and a fully extended

use of statistical correlations will surely improve the

accuracy of the method.

In clinical daily practice, flexion–extension elbow axis

is generally estimated by surgeon insight. We did not

compare estimation of flexion–extension elbow axis

obtained with the proposed method to surgeon estimation.

Brownhill et al. [4] found that surgeon accuracy for

selecting projected points on bone surface without any

device was 3.5 mm (SD = 1.8 mm) in the proximal–distal

direction and 4.5 mm (SD = 2.1 mm) in the anterior–

posterior directions for the lateral surface and 4.0 mm

(SD = 1.3 mm) and 3.3 mm (SD = 1.5 mm) for the

medial surface. These results cannot be directly compared

to those obtained with the proposed method because the

reference used is different. Nevertheless, mean differences

with reference object for coordinates of projected points of

CTS axis on bone surface obtained with the proposed

method are all inferior to 1 mm except for coordinate on

z-axis of the projected point on lateral bone surface

(2.4 mm; 2 RMS = 6.1 mm), which remains inferior to

3 mm. Considering these values, it seems that the proposed

method could help surgeon selecting flexion–extension

elbow axis to perform a total elbow replacement.

A further application using this method could also be useful

for implant sizing: distance between lateral and medial

trochlea and distance between medial trochlea and capitu-

lum center are very well evaluated, respectively 1.0 mm

(2 RMS = 2.3 mm) and 0.7 mm (2 RMS = 2.0 mm). In the

same way, trochlea sulcus anterior offset, which evaluates

position of diaphysis axis relative to humeral distal epiphysis,

could be useful intra-operatively to help positioning the

implant stem.

The major interest of this method is that all these 3D

clinical indices are represented on a 3D model. Indeed, a

surgeon performing a total elbow surgery exposes partially

upper limb long bones around elbow: the representation of

the clinical indices on 3D models provides anatomical

landmarks that the surgeon can directly point on bone

surface preoperatively. It is particularly true for flexion–

extension elbow axis and its projections on bone surface.

Conclusion

This preliminary study assesses the feasibility of semi-

automated upper limb 3D reconstructions from bi-planar

radiographs using a combined parametric and statistical

model. It is fast and accurate enough to be used for clinical

applications. This reconstruction process used global

deformation by statistical correlations and manual adjust-

ments. Automatic contour detection based in image pro-

cessing from this initial solution is in progress. They could

substitute manual adjustments as far as the MPPM is already

close to the reference object. Also they could achieve more

accurate results by local deformation technique to precisely

fit the reconstructed model to the X-ray images.

Based on this preliminary in vitro study, full in vivo

evaluation is in progress for an application to total elbow

surgery planning.
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Appendix 1: Coordinate systems

A local 3D coordinate system was associated to humerus

and another one to forearm (Fig. 4). For humerus: let T be

the center of trochlea sulcus circle, H be the center

of humeral head, C be the center of capitulum sphere; (1)

y-axis was defined by TH
�!

; (2) x-axis was defined by the

vector orthogonal to the plane formed by C, T and H in the

postero-anterior sense; (3) z-axis was defined by the cross

product of x and y.

For forearm: let S be the center of the ulnar styloid

process sphere, N be the center of the ulnar trochlear notch

ridge circle and R the radial styloid process; (1) y-axis was

defined by SN
�!

; (2) x-axis was defined by the vector

orthogonal to the plane formed by R, S and N in the pos-

tero-anterior sense; (3) z-axis was the cross product of x

and y. We assumed that the center of the ulnar trochlear

notch ridge circle was superimposed to the center of the

trochlea sulcus circle.

Appendix 2: Leave-one-out method

Let jregr T½ � be the regression operator obtained from the

complete database [T] for the parameter j:

yij ¼ jregr T½ �ðxijÞ ð1Þ

where yij is the descriptor obtained from the insertion of the

predictor xij, and i refers to the ith humerus removed from

the database T to form a reduced one [T-hi].

In the leave one out procedure the jregr T�hi½ � is the

regression operator obtained from the reduced database

[T-hi].

y0kj ¼ jregr T�hi½ �ðxijÞ ð2Þ

where y
0
ij is the descriptor obtained from the leave one out

database.

The difference of those values was evaluated for each

parameter j (j = 1…10) and for each ith humerus from the

database (i = 1…20) by the function Eij.

Eij ¼ yij � y0ij

�

�

�

�

�

�
: ð3Þ
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